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Spirit… may there be words today that never leave us… but always question us… 
may there be images that never fades but keep being reimagined… may there be 
inspiration that never leaves us but continually transforms us.. .so be it… Amen 

Growing up… by far the most important person ever to speak to me… or even notice 
me… was the minister… Being the one who was always last to be picked for a sports 
team at school… being noticed was not something that often happened… 


However… when the minister came to primary school… took an assembly… and I knew 
an answer… the new experience of being able to stick my hand in the air before others… 
and then being picked to answer… made my day… 


When my church life strayed into my school life… it dawned on me… here is a world that 
many of my friends knew little of… 


But it was a world that fascinated me… It had colour the way maths didn’t… it had mys-
tery in the way spelling was mysterious… but I got a row for seeing spelling as a mys-
tery… in faith it was encouraged… and it had community… where everyone of every age 
was involved… doing things together… and the man up front… as I used to call the min-
ister… knew who I was… and boy did I feel important… 


At the beginning of the new session… and given this is the year of young people… it is 
perhaps no bad thing for us to meet Jesus in one of the few recorded examples of him 
engaging with children… them when the disciples didn’t… and reflect on Jesus calling 
them out… in order to illustrate for the adults… what the adults didn’t get about belong-
ing to the kingdom… 


“Those who do not receive the kingdom like a child… cannot enter it”… 


Let’s leave all the romantic nonsense to one side… about nativity and innocence… be-
cause those aren’t the characteristics you’d likely find in the playground…  
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What you might hear is children arguing their corner… or speak with enthusiasm over the 
special effects in the film they saw at the weekend… or keeping each other up to date on 
the boxset of a series their watching… or what level they have achieved in their online 
gaming… 


You’ll hear noise… you’ll hear arguing… you’ll hear falling out and in… you’ll hear diverse 
opinions… all the social skills you need in the world… but not always enjoyed in the edu-
cation of our children in church… 


Now, of course… children make far more noise in church than ever they did… We laugh 
together with them… ‘seen and not heard’ has been reversed… and we encourage con-
versations… 


But still in the background… it is as if there is a central body of knowledge that we will 
impart to you as you grow up… We’ve made faith quite complicated… but ironically… 
when we don’t understand… we’re scared to ask… 


But at the core of our childhood… is asking… Core to growing up and understanding the 
world… is debating… core to our maturing and transforming is reinterpreting what the 
adults say… to make sense of it… 


Which isn’t a comfortable process in the church… Yet remaining quite… forgetting to ask 
questions… leaving the faith to an expert with a dog collar… is reducing our faith to a set 
of immovable doctrines and creeds and rules… as if God as put them in place and cannot 
be negotiated… 


But God didn’t put them in place… The church did… God has been negotiating questions 
and doubts and arguments from God’s People… since they were called into life… Moses, 
Abraham, David, Jonah, Jacob to name a very few…  


They… like the modern child… reminds us to question more… and encourages us… to 
be questioned by them… Our faith is to be questioned… our stories debated… And our 
response is not to be a well worked out explanation… The response, of course, is to be 
honest… is to share what we don’t know… The response is to talk about what the story 
means to me… and what it helps me to believe… 
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Imagine having a discussion and debate with all generations… about why we still tell the 
stories we do… Perhaps that scares us because we don’t actually know why we still tell 
the stories… Perhaps we need that discussion so we find again… as adults… the enthu-
siasm… the intrigue we once had in the faith… and how what we believe… makes us 
who we are… stories that give us the tools to see the world with optimism and hope… 
shaped by a God who also has that optimism and hope… 


Maybe that was in part what Jesus was modelling when he called the children to him… 
examples to remind us of the way we negotiated the faith then… how we were given a 
faith… full of stories… rather than doctrine and explanation… to explore and imagine… 
and in being given stories… and imagining them… we were given all the explanation we 
would ever need as adults… 


“Because the world we build tomorrow… is built on the stories we tell our children 
today”… suggests Jonathan Sacks…


Perhaps we’ve forgotten the value of stories in our faith… Stories open up the faith to 
new interpretations… new imaginings… new insights in the way they are told by others… 
They aren’t fixed… they move and change and evolve… we hear them differently in differ-
ent places… and they offer us the ability to speak of what we don’t understand… with 
wonder and mystery…  


And they are where all generations meet… where we don’t have to explain the faith as if it 
needs to be understood… 


In fact… the less we try and explain… or apologies for in our faith… the better… The 
more we let the mystery speak… the more engaging the faith is…


This is the faith we are curators of… the faith we are called to hand over to our children… 


I remember someone completely spoiling the story of the burning bush for me as a 
child… Thinking he would have more integrity by explaining away the mystery of Moses 
standing bare footed at a bush that was an inferno but not consumed… I was told that if 
you stood facing the sunrise… at a certain time of year… when the leaves of such-and-
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such a bush… were being blowing by a wind in a certain direction… you could imagine 
the bush was on fire… 


Well… now I can’t imagine the bush being on fire… Just tell be the story… then I can 
imagine it… and once you’ve told me the story… tell be why it is important to you… what 
do you believe about God that needs this story to be told… what does this story do for 
your faith… 


To receive it like a child opens up the wonder… children know bushes don’t go on fire… 
they intuitively recognise it as a sign… They see it and a light goes on… here is some-
thing special… something important and significant is going to happen here… which is 
the key to these stories… and the way to find what that is going be… is to start the ad-
venture… 


Adults tend to have a bigger problem with what to do with such stories… forget the for-
mat of these kinds of stories… that say this bush, this whale, this pillar of fire, this picnic 
for 5000… are great symbolic exclamation marks… telling us something important… and 
end up explaining them away and losing the meaning… but that is never the point espe-
cially with ‘unbelievable’ faith stories… They are all believable… not the historicity… but 
what they point to… Children see the invitation… adults see the problem… 


So receiving the kingdom of God like a child… is an invitation to believe in the adven-
ture… and Jesus invites the children… to help the adults… explore once more… Dare we 
join them… dare we let them come unto us… with the faith language we need once 
more… to hear our faith stories again… as adventure… invitations and experiences…
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